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Reinforce your knowledge of radiographic positioning and anatomy, and produce quality

radiographs! Corresponding to the chapters in Bontrager and Lampignanoâ€™s Textbook of

Radiographic Positioning and Related Anatomy, 8th Edition, this practical workbook offers a wide

variety of exercises including situation-based questions, film critique questions, laboratory activities,

and self-evaluation tests.A wide variety of exercises include questions on anatomy, positioning

critique, and image evaluation, with answers at the end of the workbook. Chapter competencies are

formatted as a set of tasks that you should be able to perform after working through the

material.Situational questions describe clinical scenarios, then ask you to apply your knowledge to

real-life examples.Film critique questions prepare you to evaluate the quality of radiographs and ask

what positioning corrections need to be made to improve the image.Laboratory exercises provide

hands-on experience as you perform radiographs using phantoms, evaluate the images, and

practice positioning.Self-tests at the ends of chapters help you assess your learning with multiple

choice, labeling, short answer, and true/false questions.  Updated content matches the revisions to

the textbook.Stronger focus on computed and digital radiography in questions includes images from

the newest equipment.Expanded coverage of computed tomography reflects changes in practice.
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The pages of this workbook are notorious for bleeding through if you write on them (which is

required). I used pencil to write my answers but you could still see the lettering on the other side as

if you wrote on it directly. It's very distracting! It doesn't matter if you use a pen or pencil. The



lettering bleeds through to the next page. I had no choice but to keep it because it's required but it's

garbage. They must've used the cheapest type of paper to print and then charge students full price.

The regular textbook is the same way. I write in my books as an additional study guide. This is

ridiculous.

I'll give this 4 stars, but if I was just giving this how the product arrived I would give it 1 star. The text

in itself is ok, the older version has the mAs associated with each technique this does not. On the

how the product arrived review, it arrived along with the workbook damage pretty bad. Workbook

was ripped and the book itself had damaged edges and corners. Not one to give bad reviews based

on how the product arrived, but if I would have time to resend it and get another I would have cause

it was damaged that bad.

i bought the book as a new workbook , but unfortunately i found answers in the book , the pages

was copied with the answers

Would be a great resource for learning if workbook material good be printed

received the book on time with no issues.

Brand new, perfect condition. Thanks!

Awesome workbook. Very thorough and the questions in the book really make you use critical

thinking and helps you understand the material better.

fast shipping and book was new
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